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At 7655 SE 40th St. Mercer Island, WA 98040 I did a full site assessment of all the trees over
6”. All trees were surveyed with a TRAQ form whether or not there was a target to inform of
any foreseen issues and to assess the tree for any visible conditions to be noted. There
were 14 trees assessed and they are numbered in conjunction with a survey map. Refer to
TRAQ forms for additional details.

*Trees of concern would be those that have structural defects with targets within striking
distance that would cause significant damage. Examples would be Blocking or landing in
street, landing or powerlines, or landing on house. Refer to TRAQ forms for additional
details.

Tree 6 (DOUGLAS FIR): Shows signs of root damage (flatness on base of tree in paved
area), Has heavy overextended branches from over trimming, and tree has multiple tops
from top breakage or being topped in previous trims. Tree canopy is overhanging the house
and overall risk rating is high and recommended to be snagged or removed to mitigate
hazard to none. Recommended to plant small trees in replacement because of limited
space.

Tree 7 (DOUGLAS FIR):   Trees base in poor condition (Burl and sap oozing), trees canopy is
one sided towards powerlines (to be trimmed on utility maintenance), Tree is over trimmed
and all limbs are heavy and overextended. Tree overall risk rating is high and recommended
to be snagged or removed to mitigate hazard to none. Recommended to plant small trees in
replacement because of limited space.

Tree 8 (DOUGLAS FIR): Tree has a questionable lean with little or no correction, Tree canopy
is on powerline side only to be trimmed on utility maintenance. All limbs are overweight or
over extended from over trimming. Tree risk rating is high and recommended to snag or
remove. Small to medium size trees are recommended for replanting in the area.

Tree 9 (DOUGLAS FIR): Canopy has been raised too high and reduced to the point where all
limbs are overweight and overextended and failure is occurring in the roadway. Previous
failures have occurred and the area is high in car and pedestrian traffic as while I was on



site. Over risk rating on the tree is high and mitigation actions are recommended for snag or
removal. Replants in this area should be small to medium sized trees.

Tree 14 (INVASIVE HAWTHORNE): Tree has been reduced multiple times and isn't cost
effective for customers to maintain. Tree has decayed in base from previous lead reduction.
Tree is has limited space to grow besides on house and over roof area creating a path for
insects or larger critters. Tree is also wearing away paint from rubbing on the house. Tree is
a moderate risk but could be high in circumstance of cost for maintaining trimming,
painting, and pest control. Recommended mitigation actions would be removal.

*All other trees have little concern for target issues but that doesn't mean that there aren't
any issues or  have recommendations for mitigation.

Tree 1 (Laurel): This tree does have noticeable cavities along the trunk and large branches.
Failure would cause negligible damage but recommended to raise canopy over fence for
clearance and reduce top canopy to help from weight failure because of cavities.

Tree 2 ( Douglas Fir): Tree has been trimmed and  topped previously.  Recommended to
deadwood over fence area and inspect for structural defects in topped area.

Tree 3 ( Douglas Fir): Tree has been trimmed and  topped previously.  Recommended to
deadwood over fence area and inspect for structural defects in topped area.

Tree 4 (Grand Fir): No issues besides some dead limbs. Recommended deadwooding for
health. keep an eye out for unusual growth because species are prone to disease.

Tree 5 (Grand Fir): Tree has poor taper because it's surrounded by other trees.
Recommended to remove ivy from base and keep an eye out for unusual growth because
species are prone to disease.

Tree 10 (Douglas Fir): Tree looks to be in good condition. Recommended to deadwood and
reduce any limbs overhanging the house.

Tree 11 (Douglas Fir): Tree growing unusually possible from being topped or phototropism
because it's in the middle of a mini forest. Tree is also flattish on the house side and is a
possible concern. Recommended to deadwood, thin, reduce on the house side, and reduce
extra tops.



Tree 12 (Douglas Fir): Tree is in good condition and has full wind protection. Recommended
to deadwood and further inspect because of visual limitations.

Tree 13 (Cherry): tree has large wound and cavity with decay  low to ground in comparison
to canopy. Failure is imminent in neighbors' backyard (no target in area besides old fence).
Canopy seems healthy. Failure damages would be negligible and recommended to leave till
failure or remove if owner desired.

Open in Google Maps

http://maps.google.com/?q=7655%20SE%2040th%20St,%20Mercer%20Island,%20WA%2098040
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